Lipid droplets have been hypothesized to be intimately associated with intracellular proteins. However, there is little direct evidence for both spatiotemporal and functional relations between lipid droplets and proteins provided by molecular-level studies on intact cells. Here, we present in vivo timelapse Raman imaging, coupled with stable-isotope ( 13 C) labeling, of single living Schizosaccharomyces pombe cells. Using characteristic Raman bands of proteins and lipids, we dynamically visualized the process by which 13 C-glucose in the medium was assimilated into those intracellular components. Our results show that the proteins newly synthesized from incorporated 13 C-substrate are localized specifically to lipid droplets as the lipid concentration within the cell increases. We demonstrate that the present method offers a unique platform for proteome visualization without the need for tagging individual proteins with fluorescent probes.
INTRODUCTION
Lipid droplets are globular organelles that are ubiquitously found in most eukaryotic cells from yeast to mammals. They were long considered as a static energy storage containing neutral lipids, such as triacylglycerols and sterol esters, and thus remained the least characterized cytoplasmic organelle. In the past half decade, however, lipid droplets have come under the spotlight of cell biology. There is now growing evidence that reveals diverse roles and an intrinsically dynamic nature of lipid droplets as a key player in various cellular processes, such as lipid homeostasis and cell signaling (Digel et al., 2010; Fujimoto and Ohsaki, 2006; Martin and Parton, 2006; Murphy et al., 2009; Thiele and Spandl, 2008; Walther and Farese, 2009 ). It has also been shown that lipid droplets are relevant to many serious health issues, including obesity, type 2 diabetes, and atherosclerosis. Among various functions of lipid droplets, a recently proposed hypothesis that lipid droplets serve to temporarily sequester proteins is thought provoking and might potentially deepen our understanding of lipid droplets (Cermelli et al., 2006; Hodges and Wu, 2010; Welte, 2007) . Proteomic studies have detected lipid droplet-associated proteins in many cell types (Grillitsch et al., 2011; Hodges and Wu, 2010) , which apparently have little to do with lipid metabolism. Those proteins include histones (Cermelli et al., 2006) , caveolins (Pol et al., 2004) , and perilipin family proteins (Brasaemle, 2007) . Although proteomic analysis is very powerful for identifying and characterizing individual key proteins, biochemical fractionation and purification procedures adopted in lipid-droplet proteomics are vulnerable to contamination. Moreover, proteomic analysis cannot provide information on spatial localization (distribution) of proteins as well as their temporal evolution. To test whether lipid droplets are both spatiotemporally and functionally associated with proteins (e.g., sequestration), direct evidence needs to be obtained from single living cells using microscopic and imaging techniques.
Molecular imaging based on linear/nonlinear Raman spectroscopy has emerged as a promising tool to trace intracellular processes in vivo and at the molecular level. In contrast with commonly employed fluorescence microscopy, Raman-based methods require no exogenous probe to be introduced to cells. Vibrational resonances, which are an inherent property of molecules, give rise to chemical specificity and, hence, enable labelfree molecular imaging. Of particular importance is work using coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) microscopy, which has high sensitivity and three-dimensional sectioning capability. The Xie group at Harvard demonstrated video-rate CARS imaging of living cells and tissues (Evans et al., 2005) . Hellerer et al. (2007) also used CARS microscopy to visualize lipid distributions in Caenorhabditis elegans. Very recently, Xie and coworkers have further improved image contrast by using stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) instead of CARS (Freudiger et al., 2011; Saar et al., 2010) . SRS is, in principle, free from the nonresonant background that always interferes with vibrationally resonant signals in CARS. These nonlinear Raman microscopic studies achieved to date mostly rely on the strong C-H stretch vibrations around 2850 cm À1 (Evans et al., 2005; Freudiger et al., 2011; Hellerer et al., 2007; Kano and Hamaguchi, 2007; Nan et al., 2003; Saar et al., 2010 ). However, C-H stretch images alone do not allow us to directly look into the interplay between lipid droplets and proteins and other organelles. In contrast, Raman microspectroscopy and imaging (Huang et al., 2005 (Huang et al., , 2012 Matthä us et al., 2006; Noothalapati Venkata et al., 2011; van Manen et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2011) , although taking longer data acquisition time, provide more extensive and detailed molecular information than CARS microscopy without the need for complicated spectral analysis (Rinia et al., 2008; Vartiainen et al., 1990 ).
Here, we present time-lapse Raman microspectroscopy and imaging, coupled with stable-isotope labeling, of living fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe cells. Stable-isotope probing (SIP), in which stable isotopes such as 13 C and 15 N are incorporated in cells as a nonperturbative tracer for RNA (Manefield et al., 2002) , DNA (Radajewski et al., 2000) , and proteins (Jehmlich et al., 2010) , has been widely used for microbial identification. When combined with Raman imaging (Haider et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2007; Matthä us et al., 2008; van Manen et al., 2008) , the stable-isotope labeling strategy can confer an ability to differentiate between cellular components produced through distinct anabolic pathways and temporal evolutions. This ability arises from the fact that the characteristic frequency of an oscillator representing a molecular vibration is inversely proportional to the square root of the reduced mass of the oscillator; the heavier the incorporated isotope, the lower the frequency (i.e., redshift in a Raman spectrum).
In the present study, we cultured S. pombe cells in minimal medium with 13 C-glucose as a primary carbon source and moni- (Matsuyama et al., 2006) , the localization to lipid droplets has been uncovered for the first time, to our knowledge, in this work. The present findings strongly corroborate on a single-cell basis the hypothesis that proteins associated with lipid metabolism are synthesized on site or recruited specifically to lipid droplets (Welte, 2007) , possibly induced by starvation.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Yeast Shows Similar Growth Curves in Bulk Experiments Provide an Overview of 13 C Incorporation Process Space-and time-resolved Raman measurements provide a holistic view of 13 C incorporation in S. pombe cells from bulk culture. We recorded a series of Raman spectra at two different intracellular locations-namely, the cytoplasm ( Figure 1A ) and lipid droplets ( Figure 1B )-at 0, 3.5, 8, 15, 23, 31 , and 40 hr after inoculation in 13 C-EMM. Each spectrum is an average of 25 spectra obtained from 25 randomly selected S. pombe cells. The cytoplasm is usually rich in proteins, so the 0 hr spectrum of Figure 1A Figure 1A ), the bands at 1440 and 1301 cm À1 exhibit no apparent isotope effect. Again, the observed trend in frequency shift is consistent with the literature (Haider et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2007; Onogi et al., 2009 ). The assignments and observed isotope shifts of the Raman bands discussed above are summarized as Table 1 . To examine how well the averaged spectra in Figures 1A and 1B represent individual spectra recorded in 25 cells, we computed Pearson correlation coefficients for the whole spectral window (300-1800 cm À1 ) at each 13 C incubation time. As shown in Figure 1C for the cytoplasm and Figure 1D for lipid droplets, the correlation coefficients obtained are very large (>90% similarity). This result ensures that the averaged spectra are indeed representative of 25 individual spectra. Note that the similarity decreases by a maximum of 8% at intermediate incubation times (i.e., 8, 15 , and 23 hr), indicating that there was a relatively larger variation at these times in the degree of Figure 2B , closed circle) rise at a slightly slower rate and reach a plateau after one day. Note that the intensity of the 1003 cm À1 band does not fall to zero even after 15 hr because of a very weak band that either is originally present at the same wave number or emerges as a result of 13 C substitution of an unidentified band. We conclude from Figures 2A and 2B that a complete depletion of the 12 C content takes about 15 hr, whereas complete 13 C incorporation in cytoplasmic proteins requires about 24 hr. Because doubling time of fission yeast in EMM broth is generally in between 2 and 4 hr, the time required for 13 C-glucose to be assimilated in proteins is estimated to be 10 generations, reflecting active protein synthesis. In contrast, 
Single-Cell Imaging Reveals Localization of Proteins to Lipid Droplets
We now have gained a detailed picture of how Raman spectra of the cytoplasm and lipid droplets vary as 13 C-glucose is assimilated in S. pombe cells. However, those data were obtained by averaging behaviors of many different S. pombe cells, so they do not provide information on spatial distributions of the cellular components within a single cell and their temporal changes during the course of 13 C incorporation. To address these crucial issues, we need to combine the 13 C labeling with time-lapse Raman imaging on a single S. pombe cell. Here, we use the Phe band (at 1003 cm À1 for 12 C and 967 cm À1 for 13 C) to generate protein Raman images for the following reasons: First, it is a very sharp, easily discernible band that is located in a relatively less congested region of the spectrum. Second, the band exhibits a pronounced 13 C shift of 36 cm À1 from 1003 to 967 cm À1 (see Figures 1A and 1B) . Third, unlike other Raman bands of amino acid residues (e.g., tyrosine doublet at 825 and 853 cm À1 ; Siamwiza et al., 1975) , the intensity of the Phe band is insensitive to the surrounding environment of the protein (Li et al., 1990) . Therefore, the Phe band solely reflects the concentration of the moiety. Last, phenylalanine residues are usually abundant in proteins, so the 1003 cm À1 band can probe nearly the whole intracellular population of proteins at a given instant. In other words, this Raman band manifests the proteome. For markers of lipid droplets, we use the bands at 1301 and 1602 cm 
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Imaging Proteome Localization to Lipid Droplets (GFP)-labeled mitochondria fed with 13 C-glucose. All the four Raman images at a given measurement time were obtained simultaneously from one two-dimensional scan of the cell. Each Raman image is represented in a pseudocolor scale (red, magenta, cyan, yellow, or rainbow). For example, a red pseudocolor scale in which the highest intensities appear white, the moderate appear red, and the lowest appear black is used for the Raman images at 1003 cm À1 ( Figure 3C ). Because the intensity of a Raman band is proportional to the concentration of the molecular species that gives rise to the Raman band, the Raman image of that band displays a concentration map for the species. Also shown in Figure 3 are bright-field optical micrographs (Figure 3A) and GFP fluorescence images ( Figure 3B ) of the S. pombe cell. The optical micrographs are silent about molecular distribution, although lipid droplets of $0.1 mm size can be seen as black dots (as indicated by arrows at 31 hr). The GFP image clearly visualizes mitochondrial distribution at each time.
Let us examine first a pair of the time-lapse Raman images of the Phe band for proteins. The Raman images at 1003 cm À1 (Figure 3C ) represent the distribution of Phe-containing proteins that are originally present within the S. pombe cell when we started the imaging experiment, whereas those at 967 cm À1 ( Figure 3D) map the distribution of newly formed proteins using exogenous 13 C substrate. One hour after inoculation in 13 C-EMM, proteins are distributed homogenously across the cell and 13 C is not yet incorporated into proteins. As time progresses, the 12 C content in proteins is depleted particularly in two regions where many lipid droplets are seen. After 31 hr, the intensity of the 1003 cm À1 band decreases to a noise level. Protein synthesis machinery, which is known to be continuously operating, utilizes 13 C substrate taken up in the cell to fulfill its mission. As a result, the concentration of 13 C-labeled proteins probed at 967 cm
À1
gradually increases ( Figure 3D ), which is consistent with the results of the bulk experiments. In sharp contrast with the existing 12 C proteins, newly formed 13 C-labeled proteins show a heterogeneous distribution pattern (see the images at 25 and 31 hr), and more importantly, are localized to the region where lipids are highly concentrated-that is, lipid droplets. At 37 hr, the distribution of 13 C-labeled proteins becomes homogeneous again.
We next look into the Raman images of lipids at 1301 cm
( Figure 3E ). Lipids are localized near two ends of the cell (Huang et al., 2011) at all measurement times except for 37 hr, at which the distribution appears to be more uniform. In addition, the total concentration of lipids increases after 15 hr. The Raman images at 1602 cm À1 ( Figure 3F ) markedly resemble those at 1301 cm À1 .
This resemblance is not surprising because the 1602 cm À1 band is associated with ergosterol (Chiu et al., 2012), which is a fragment of sterol esters, a major constituent of the lipid-droplet 
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Imaging Proteome Localization to Lipid Droplets core. According to our bulk experiments (see above), the 1301 cm À1 band shows no 13 C shift, whereas the 1602 cm
À1
band shows a 60 cm À1 shift. In the imaging experiment, however, the total intensity of the 1602 cm À1 band within the S. pombe cell does not decrease at all with time. This result suggests that a majority of lipids are synthesized by consuming 12 C substrate available within the cell. We have assigned above the lipid-rich regions in the cell predominantly to lipid droplets. This assignment is supported by the following pieces of evidence. First, in yeast, mitochondria, along with lipid droplets, are known to be the major organelle where lipids are abundant, so the Raman images shown in Figure 3E could be associated with mitochondria rather than with lipid droplets. However, the GFP-labeled mitochondrial images ( Figure 3B ) do not accord with the lipid images ( Figure 3E ). Because the GFP images were acquired just before Raman measurement, it is unlikely that considerable intracellular reorganization of mitochondria occurred between the two measurements. Therefore, we confirm that mitochondria cannot account for the distribution pattern of lipids shown in Figure 3E . Second, lipid droplets provide a unique environment suitable for the storage of hydrophobic sterol esters, which are neither soluble in the aqueous cytosol nor present as typical lipid bilayer membranes (Czabany et al., 2007) . The steroid part of the major class of sterol esters in yeast is ergosterol. As mentioned above, a recent Raman spectroscopic study on lipid droplet fractions isolated from the tetraploid W4 strain of yeast suggests that ergosterol is the prominent contributor to the 1602 cm À1 band (Chiu et al., 2012) . Because the lipid band at 1301 cm À1 and the 1602 cm À1 band exhibit a virtually identical distribution at any measurement time, it is reasonable to link them to the same organelle, most likely lipid droplets. At 25 and 31 hr, the distribution patterns of the Raman images associated with lipid droplets (Figures 3E and 3F ) correlate very well with that of the protein image at 967 cm À1 ( Figure 3D ), both showing high intensities near the two ends of the cell. To examine this colocalization phenomenon quantitatively, we performed structural cross-correlation image analysis for the Raman images of 13 C-labeled proteins ( Figure 3D ) and lipids ( Figure 3E ). The correlation image analysis compares signal intensities of two images on a pixel-by-pixel basis, yielding the correlation coefficient C ij at each pixel. C ij is calculated as follows (Barzda et al., 2005; Segawa et al., 2012) :
Here, a ij and b ij represent intensities at the (i,j)th pixel of the two images a and b. The correlation images so obtained show remarkably high correlation in the lipid-rich region only at 25 and 31 hr ( Figure 3G ). The correlation image at 37 hr reveals a less pronounced correlation between the 967 and 1301 cm
Raman images, with a more diffuse pattern compared with those at 25 and 31 hr. Another important point to note is that the colocalization phenomenon seems to be synchronized with the increase of lipid concentration (compare Figures 3E and 3G) . In fact, the time when the correlation becomes evident coincides with the onset of the lipid increase. This finding provides a clue 
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Imaging Proteome Localization to Lipid Droplets to interpret the colocalization behavior from a physiological viewpoint of the S. pombe cell, as discussed below. Last, we asked whether the colocalization phenomenon is accidental or specific to the S. pombe cell we chose. To address this question, we performed time-lapse Raman imaging on another three S. pombe cells. Raman images of the protein and lipid marker bands (967 and 1301 cm À1 , respectively) for the three cells at later stages after inoculation into 13 C-EMM are shown in Figure 4 , together with their optical images, GFP images, and correlation images. The three cells differ in strain and/or growth phase from which the cell was chosen: namely, the same strain with GFP-labeled mitochondria as in Figure 3 ( Figure 4A ), a different wild-type strain (PR110) at early-log phase ( Figure 4B) , and yet another wild-type strain (BCRC21605) at mid-log phase ( Figure 4C ). Although we were unable to acquire a statistically significant number of single-cell data, all the cells studied (n = 4) showed, to a greater or lesser extent, a similar tendency of colocalization of newly formed proteins and lipid droplets at similar time scales, irrespective of strain and growth phase.
The Colocalization Phenomenon Might Be Induced by Starvation
What biological implications does the colocalization phenomenon have? As indicated by the Raman images of the 967 cm À1 band in Figures 3D and 4 , the sole carbon source in the medium ( 13 Cglucose) is almost exhausted by $20 hr because of its incorporation in the cell, putting the yeast cell in starvation. It has been shown that, under conditions of nutrition deprivation, lipid droplets increase in the cell to store more triacylglycerols for energy (Singh et al., 2009) . As a consequence, when the cell starts to starve, proteins involved in lipid formation might be urgently synthesized from the remaining 13 C-substrate inside the cell and recruited to the site of action (i.e., lipid droplets). This recruitment results in the localization of 13 C-substituted proteins to lipid droplets in the time frame of 20-30 hr. In a generally accepted view, lipid droplet-associated proteins reside not in the core composed of neutral lipids but on the surface composed of phospholipid monolayer or in the close vicinity of lipid droplets. We presume that this is also the case with the localized proteins that we observed, but our spatial resolution of $500 nm is not high enough to experimentally determine their more precise locations.
Recent studies suggest that lipid droplets might also sequester some denatured proteins until they are handed over to the cellular degradation machinery or temporarily store proteins for later use (Cermelli et al., 2006; Hodges and Wu, 2010; Welte, 2007) . Apparently, our findings do not favor this mechanism, illustrating that lipid droplets are indeed involved in a variety of dynamic intracellular processes. Although more comprehensive studies are needed, the present study has shed an experimental light on such multifaceted and perhaps interrelated roles of lipid droplets in relation to intracellular proteins.
SIGNIFICANCE
We have shown, by using in vivo time-lapse Raman imaging coupled with stable-isotope ( 13 C) labeling, that proteins synthesized via anabolic incorporation of 13 C-glucose into a single S. pombe cell are localized to lipid droplets. Although protein localization to other organelles, such as the nucleus, mitochodria, and the endoplasmic reticulum, in the fission yeast S. pombe was previously revealed by using a combination of cloning and fluorescence microscopy (Matsuyama et al., 2006) , the localization to lipid droplets so far has not been observed by any other experimental methods.
Because the fission yeast is the fundamentally most important model organism, our results not only provide direct evidence for the colocalization phenomenon along with the previous work on Drosophila embryos (Cermelli et al., 2006) , but also suggest that it might be conserved in many organisms. The colocalization phenomenon we observed seems to occur when the intracellular concentration of lipids in the form of droplets is increased (e.g., by starvation). The conventional biological approach excels in revealing the identity and characteristic function of individual proteins associated with lipid droplets, but it still remains challenging to study the proteome and other intracellular components at the same time. Such studies would require many different probes to be introduced to the target cell, very likely resulting in considerable perturbation of cell physiology. In contrast, at the cost of the specificity to individual proteins, Raman spectroscopy can look at the proteome simultaneously (all protein molecules containing phenylalanine residues in the present case) without the need for tagging them with dye molecules. Moreover, it offers both space and time specificity, which cannot be achieved by imaging mass spectrometry (McDonnell and Heeren, 2007) C-D-glucose (99%, Cambridge Isotope Laboratories) was used. Solid EMM was prepared by adding agar (20 g l À1 ). When studying yeasts in early-log and mid-log phases, a single colony taken from a 3-day-old 12 C-EMM agar was inoculated into 5 ml of 12 C-EMM broth and was grown for 7 and 20 hr, respectively. For experiments with yeasts in stationary phase, a single colony in a 3-day-old 12 C-EMM agar was taken as it was and inoculated into 200 ml of 13 C-EMM broth. In both cases, cells were harvested, washed twice, and appropriately diluted with distilled water. Two microliters of the culture was then inoculated into 200 ml of 13 C-EMM broth and was transferred to a poly-D-lysine-coated glass bottom dish. After the sample was left for 30 min so that cells were immobilized, it was transferred to a laboratory-made humidity chamber mounted on a piezoelectric stage of our Raman microscope (Huang et al., 2012) . The chamber helped to maintain humidity around the dish and prevented such a small amount of medium (200 ml) from drying during a long measurement up to 40 hr.
Confocal Raman Microscopy and Imaging
Raman microspectroscopic and imaging experiments were performed with a laboratory-designed confocal Raman microspectrometer, as described previously (Huang et al., 2011 (Huang et al., , 2012 Noothalapati Venkata et al., 2011) . The 632.8 nm line of a He-Ne laser was used as the Raman excitation light.
In space-and time-resolved Raman measurements (bulk experiments), 2.4 mW laser power and 60 s exposure time were employed to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In imaging experiments, the laser power was set to 1 mW to reduce photodamage as much as possible. In addition, the exposure time at each position was shortened to either 1.5 or 2 s, depending on the cell type and measurement time. The resulting image acquisition time was typically 16-20 min, which determined the time resolution of our imaging experiments. To improve the SNR of Raman spectra recorded with such a short exposure time, data preprocessing was performed by a singular value decomposition of the data matrix (Huang et al., 2012; Uzunbajakava et al., 2003; van Manen et al., 2004) . The sample housed in the chamber was translated in a raster manner by the piezoelectric stage with a 0.47 mm step in both X and Y directions so that the laser spot scanned across the selected cell. Spectral acquisition was synchronized with sample scanning by the computer program LabVIEW (National Instruments). Lateral (XY) resolution was 0.47 mm, which was effectively determined by the step used in imaging experiments rather than by the estimated optical resolution (0.3 mm). Axial (Z) resolution was 2.4 mm. Because the typical thickness of an S. pombe cell is $2 mm, the effective focal volume contained the whole cell along the Z direction. All measurements were done at 24 C.
To construct a Raman image, the intensity of the Raman band of interest was first obtained by calculating the area intensity between the band contour and a baseline connecting the two ends of an interval chosen to include the whole band (Huang et al., 2012) . Curve fitting was not used for this purpose because of the low SNR. The Raman intensities evaluated at each point were then combined to construct a Raman image. The same procedure was repeated for all measurement times.
